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INTRODUCTION
This paper makes an argument for the placeand purpose of arts-based learning within
management education. Although in its infancy,
arts-based learning, outside of the creative arts
industries, is beginning to find its way into a
range of business and management education
environments. Nissley, Executive Director, Banff
Centre, Canada, says:
As leaders and management educators seek to
find other ways of communicating, creating
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ABSTRACT   
This paper argues that management education needs to consider a trend in learning design which
advances creative learning through an alliance with art-based pedagogical processes. A shift is
required from skills training to facilitating transformational learning through experiences that
expand human potential, facilitated by artistic processes. 
This creative learning focus stems from a qualitative and quantitative analysis of an arts-based
intervention for management development, called Management Jazz, conducted over three years at
a large Australian University.
The paper reviews some of the salient literature in the field, including an ‘Artful Learning Wave
Trajectory’ Model. The Model considers four stages of the learning process: capacity, artful event,
increased capability, and application/action to produce product. Methodology for the field-based
research analysis of the intervention outcomes is presented. Three illustrative examples of arts-based
learning are provided from the Management Jazz program. Finally, research findings indicate that
artful learning opportunities enhance capacity for awareness of creativity in one’s self and in others,
leading, through a transformative process, to enhanced leaders and managers. The authors con-
clude that arts-based management education can enhance creative capacity and develop managers
and leaders for the 21st century business environment.
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knowledge, and making sense of the complexi-
ties of managing in the New Economy, we are
likely to see the continued growth of arts-
based learning in organizations. (2002: 46)
Based on a three-year study of an arts-based
management education program at an Australian
University, this paper concurs with Nissley. The
authors discuss the necessity for creativity and
innovation in the workplace and the need to
develop better leaders and managers. An argument
is made for the introduction of arts-based learning
by demonstrating how artful learning opportuni-
ties can enhance a capacity for awareness of cre-
ativity in one’s self and others, based on a ‘selected
emerging model for innovation of arts-based
learning in management education’ (Nissley 2008:
22). This Model, called the Artful Learning Wave
Trajectory (Kerr 2006), generated an arts-based
learning process in a management education pro-
gram called Management Jazz. This is a Model of
artful experiences, bridging from any one arts-
based learning event to another, like the points in
a trajectory, linking an individual’s perceptions of
artful experiences and their appropriated benefits. 
A research methodology section is presented
and three illustrations of arts-based processes are
examined. Finally, a three year qualitative and
quantitative research strategy to explore the man-
agement implications of this arts-based interven-
tion is presented. Some findings from data
collected indicate positive correlations between the
arts-based learning program and individual per-
ceptions of transformational learning, and aware-
ness of individual creativity, linked to innovation. 
THE BROADER CONTEXT
Although creativity is currently high on business
agendas, and is seen as a major component for
business success, ‘there is no agreed definition of
‘creativity’ among educational policymakers, aca-
demics, teachers or employers’ (Oakley 2007:
11). In the context of this paper, creativity is
defined as the creative human attributes and
qualities concerned with imagination, inventive-
ness, improvisation, insight, intuition, and
curiosity – the natural ‘artful’ genius and talent of
people (Lloyd 2007: 5). These creative capabili-
ties are sought after by business for long-term
success. We suggest that management education
must follow suit in providing artful learning
experiences to assist with developing creative
habits. Following on from creativity, the desired
presence of innovation requires organisations to
provide a culture that both supports and invests
in developing creativity and provides appropriate
resources for that to happen. 
Creativity and innovation in business
management education 
Creativity and innovation have increasingly been
flagged as key drivers for the long-term success of
business (Davila, Epstein & Shelton 2007; Flori-
da 2002; Gibb 2006; Hartley 2005). There is
growing recognition from businesses and govern-
ments globally that creativity, innovation and a
more creative workforce are necessary for the
competitiveness of organisations in the global
economy (Business Council of Australia 2006;
Cox 2005; Oakley 2007; PMSEIC 2005). This is
supported by recent research in the alliance
between the arts, organisational aesthetics, and
areas such as leadership, management, and staff
development (Barrett 2000; Cummings 2000;
Darsø 2004; Eisner 2002; Kärreman & Alvesson
2004; Parker, 2002; Strati 2000).
Lotte Darsø (2002), author of Artful Creation:
Learning-Tales of Arts-in-Business, identifies behav-
iours and competencies that reflect instrumental
(improved performance) benefits from arts-based
learning. For example:
… certain artistic capabilities [which] are
important for business and can be taught by
artists, such as presentation and communica-
tion skills, listening skills and storytelling. The
same goes for team building and collaboration
inspired by ensemble and rehearsal techniques,
as these are used by musicians and actors. A
variety of business people, from managers to
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human resource consultants, can benefit from
these approaches (Darsø 2004: 43).
Oakley (2007) provides a good overview of the
business literature around the benefits of arts in
education for a creative workforce. She emphasis-
es the need to develop communication, leader-
ship, entrepreneurship, team work, creative skills,
cross-cultural understanding, problem solving,
emotional intelligence and right-brain stuff. Fur-
ther, a focus by economic policy makers across
the world on things ‘creative’ is driven by factors
such as creative inputs in innovation policy, a
need for new ways of working, and a changing
contemporary workplace (Oakley 2007). 
Given these needs, the exposure to learning in
and through the arts offers a broad, hands-on
approach to management development, with the
arts providing alternative ways of seeing, thinking,
feeling, doing and being.  The arts offer people
intrinsic benefits that help discover, for example,
other ways of thinking than the taken-for-granted.
Benefits, such as captivation, pleasure, expanded
capacity for empathy, cognitive growth, creation
of social bonds, and expression of communal
meanings are not only of intrinsic value to the
individual but extend to the public realm … and
community cohesiveness (McCarthy, Ondaatje,
Zakara & Brooks 2004). These learning benefits
are derived through development of intrinsic (self-
enriching) motivation and are supported in trans-
formative learning processes, such as are found in
arts-based learning.
Transformative learning and business
management education
Transformative learning is an adult learning
process where, based on new knowledge and
values, beliefs are critically examined, and the
learner changes their frame of reference as they
re-interpret their world’ (Mezirow 1997: 6).  
Imel (1998: 1) adds to Mezirow’s understand-
ing by indicating that transformative learning
involves:
• Becoming more reflective and critical, 
• Being more open to perspectives of others, and
• Being less defensive and more accepting of
new ideas. 
While critical reflection is Mezirow’s reference
point, a view of transformative learning as an
‘intuitive, creative, emotional process’ has also
emerged (Grabov 1997: 90). There are, at first
look, two views of transformative learning, with
one reflecting a rational approach of critical
reflection, and the other relying more on imagi-
nation and emotion. The differences in the two
views, from a holistic and embodied perspective,
actually reflect each as a particular emphasis
rather than discreetly differentiated. Both use
rational processes and incorporate imagination as
a part of a creative process by sharing a number
of commonalities including ‘humanism, emanci-
pation, autonomy, critical reflection, equity, self-
knowledge, participation, communication and
discourse’ (Grabov 1997: 90). 
By focusing on what the individual values,
and needs to learn, transformative learning can
assist the learning development of arts-based cre-
ativity and change, so long as those learning
needs are defined by both the learner and the
educator, or the employee and the employer, and
are based on consideration of generational, cul-
tural, and gender belief systems and values (Kerr
& Waterhouse 2008).
Supporting and embedding a culture
of creativity
So how might business education processes sup-
port and encourage the creative potential of
future managers by embedding a culture of cre-
ativity?  Goleman suggests: 
… the art of innovation is both cognitive and
emotional. Coming up with a creative insight
is a cognitive act – but realising its value, nur-
turing it, and following through calls on emo-
tional competencies such as self-confidence,
initiative, persistence, and the ability to per-
suade.  (1998: 100)
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For creativity and innovation to have a place
within business, management educators and
business managers need to recognise that there
are no quick fixes or tricks. Zhou (2007: 17)
says that ‘to stay competitive in this economy,
organizations are required to encourage all of
their employees to be creative, not just those
who hold traditionally ‘creative’ types of jobs… .’
Such thinking suggests that recognising the
creative human spirit within organisations is
fundamental to building a culture of creative
innovation.
Learning opportunities enabling expanded
awareness, adaptability, resilience, resourceful-
ness and play (that then develop a capacity for
creativity, reflection, decision making, and self-
awareness) are imperative for management edu-
cators and business organisations in the 21st
Century  (Claxton 1999). Developing people ‘is
not about the science of skills development in
isolation, but about how to think about people
and their potential’ (Gibb 2006: 166). Therefore
what can be done to educate management to
nurture and support the creative human poten-
tial and resilience of their employees?
In answer, we suggest management educa-
tion needs to facilitate leaders who can pro-
mote and support employee creativity by
setting creativity goals, and investing in arts-
based transformative learning programs, as well
as becoming learning leaders (Buchen 2005;
Zhou 2007). This can only happen if those in
leadership roles are in touch with their own
creative capabilities because ‘... the very
essence of 21st Century leadership increasingly
demands the passionate creativity of artists  ...’
(Adler 2006: 493–494).  Nissley (2007: 22)
culminates the discussion by noting that
‘[t]oday’s leaders must leverage the creative
energy of the workforce to compete in the cre-
ative economy [and we need to think] creative-
ly about how we develop creative leaders and
creative leadership in organizations.’ Such
leader development requires reconsideration of
learning design practices.
ARTS-BASED LEARNING IN
MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
We argue that the inclusion of arts-based learning
and development, as part of management educa-
tion practices and professional development man-
agement programs, goes some way to developing
the artful capabilities which will be required by
business managers and leaders now and in the
future. Arts-based learning is intended to develop
‘artful’ ways of working. ‘Artful’ ways of working,
knowing and perceiving are about the creative
skills, capacities and capabilities that incorporate
reflection, awareness, imagination, collaboration
and adaptability (Darsø 2004; Gibb 2006; Turner
2006). In one informational business interview
conducted, it was suggested that being artful is:
…about being strategic….if you look at it
conceptually it is a form of aesthetic strategy,
seeing how to construct, create, design in a
manner which supports that which is your
goal, your mission, your passion, and how you
want the environment around you to be. That
ties in with management of self, others, of an
organisation, management of any kind of
whatever it is that you want to aesthetically do
something with and you take ownership of
and are doing something with it. That ties in
with creativity, not just about being an artist,
but the human process of creativity which is
not just in the head. (anonymous educator, 
personal interview October 31, 2006)
Adler (2006: 487-488) adds that ‘the time is
right for the cross-fertilisation of the arts and
leadership, that 21st Century business is ‘any-
thing but business as usual’, and that is why
‘companies are including artists and artistic
processes in their approaches to strategic and
day-to-day management and leadership.’  We
iterate that these artful processes should also be
appearing in higher education management
development, to enhance the capacity: 
…to be artful [which] is to transform self
through profound learning experiences that
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expand human consciousness, often facilitated
by artistic processes. In management educa-
tion and development this suggests a shift
from instrumental management towards a par-
adigm of artful creation of managerial self, in a
creative economy that also creates social inno-
vation. (Kerr & Darsø 2001: 1)
The concept of arts-based learning in the
workplace is not about turning individuals into
professional artists. That is not the objective of
the learning (although it could be a product of
the learning). Rather, through the interaction and
engagement with on-going arts-based processes
and activities in the workplace, people have the
potential to find alternative and playful ways to
develop aesthetic ways of perceiving (Eisner
2002a; Gibb 2006). In doing so people may
develop their creative capabilities, such as self-
awareness, emotional intelligence, curiosity,
patience, reflection and creativity as risk-taking
that link directly with the personal and profes-
sional skills increasingly required by people in
organisations (Gibb 2006; Monk 2007; Turner &
Myerson 1998). We now offer a Learning Model
by which to generate the artful learning processes.
ARTFUL PRACTICE AS A LEARNING
MODEL
The Artful Learning Wave Trajectory
Model 
The Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model (Kerr
2006) is a place for experimentation, exploration
and discovery. This Model represents a transforma-
tive process and provides an opportunity to under-
stand and then apply artful processes to the
creation and implementation of arts-based learning
programs. The Model came forth originally from
frameworks for in-service education that synthe-
sised into quadrants, including transformation,
and stressed that, with different purposes for devel-
opment, there is the need for different approaches
to provide a balanced perspective (Logan &
Dempster 1992; Ballantyne & Packer 1996; Darsø
2004) and that providing new knowledge regard-
ing creative acts and habits (Tharp 2003) requires
a focus on developing highly flexible ‘learning
scaffolds’ (Palus & Horth 200: 161). 
Initially, models of such scaffolding were
explored, based on ‘recurring patterns’ in a sense-
making loop (Palus & Horth 2002: 1), and
autopoietic (self-organising) change as Doing,
Learning and Knowing (Ibarra 2003; Kerr 2004).
These explorations generated three graphics of
recurring patterns as scaffolds (Kerr 2005: 33-36)
called Doing, Learning and Knowing cyclical
scaffolds. Each included a Situation (e.g. capacity
for creativity), an Action (e.g. exploration of adja-
cent possibilities), a collection of Elements to
assist the action (e.g. jazz, dance, serious play,
diversity, reflection innovation), a Method for
enacting the actions (e.g. using creative capabili-
ties to create negotiated standards, engagement,
crafting of capabilities) and a Result (e.g. change,
regeneration, shared understanding) (Kerr 2005;
Palus & Horth 2002). The three ‘Doing’, ‘Learn-
ing’ and ‘Knowing’ Models reflected a way of
developing personal capabilities, clarifying oppor-
tunities, and making creative decisions. 
These Models were synthesised into  a ‘Being
Artful Model – The Learning Bridge’ with a
development framework designed to reflect the
need for multiple creative  approaches, and point-
ed toward ontological aspects of this process
where the human being is in transformative
learning about the self. From this Learning
Bridge Model (Kerr 2004; Kerr 2005) came forth
a specific arts-based learning model called the
Artful Learning Wave Trajectory (Kerr 2006),
upon which the Management Jazz program was
then designed, and for which research data was
then collected. As Nissley (2008: 24) notes of
Kerr’s 2006 Model (see Figure 1):  
The Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model is
a model of artful experiences, bridging from
any one art-work event to another, like the
points in a trajectory, linking an individual’s
perceptions of artful experiences and their
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appropriated benefits. The points are: capacity,
artful event, increased artful capability, and
finally the application and action of the capa-
bility to have product, through being artful
and becoming an artful being.
Through the artful process the learner is guided
not by a map but by a guiding trajectory used dur-
ing the exploration of an evolving wave. Where
one starts out, with ideas or muses, is not necessari-
ly the end product. Each stage of the artful process
is created on the basis of the experience enacted at
the time. Each part of the wave is new and is not
defined within, for example, by any management
theory or system, but rather provides space for
experimentation and discovery with any arts-based
learning experience and creative moment. 
The Artful Learning Wave Trajectory itself is a
moveable path that allows for exploration and
new and continuously created future ‘product’.
Such product is then available to enhance the
critical thinking and innovative creativity that we
have evidenced as desired in business and in busi-
ness education. 
Linking the model with the
Management Jazz program
Beginning in 2004, the Management Jazz pro-
gram was created and delivered to 110 senior
management and academic staff over a four year
period, with data collected over a three year peri-
od from a pool of eighty participants. Participants
explored the art and science of management,
reflecting the Model’s movement through the
four trajectory points: capacity, artful event,
increased artful capability, and the application
that creates product.
Reflecting the Model, the program focused on
managers and leaders who were working with
others and leading teams (showing capacity), then
on participating in art forms and artful processes
(artful events), increasing their management
understandings (enhancing their capabilities),
leading to reflection upon the concept of good
quality practice in management behaviour and
action (application creating product).
The Management Jazz Program
The Management Jazz premise was to develop
highly flexible ‘learning scaffolds’ that ‘offer
spaces of adjacent possibility’  where humans
might work with ‘unproven assumptions, practice
in different but related scenarios, using known
tools in an unknown area’ (Palus & Horth 2002:
161-162), and even using unknown tools in a
known area (Kerr 2004). In brief, this was pro-
vided for example through clay sculpting both
individually and in a group, and practice with
different ‘art’ mediums including interaction with
a dance troupe. The underpinnings of the pro-
gram were grounded on the development of self
not as a problematic to be solved, but as an ongo-
ing emerging of the autopoietic self in all facets of
his or her Being (Kerr-Edwards 1994). 
The program, reflecting the Model’s element of
‘event’, was a ‘performance’ experience. Perfor-
mance, in the sense used here, is a generative
process of increased capability, and one through
which communication and narrative with others
creates a plot, an ‘artful’ product. Product, as used
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FIGURE 1: THE ‘ARTFUL LEARNING WAVE TRAJECTORY’ MODEL (KERR 2006)
 
here, is an application process and outcome result-
ing from engaging in an active space in which dis-
course and metaphor can lead participants to
move beyond current reality (transformative learn-
ing). Through arts-based relationship building,
participants explored, created and developed man-
agement theory and practice. The intervention
focused on an ‘artful’ drama approach to exploring
management theory, and subsequent management
behaviour. The facilitators created a framework of
practice, in which policy, environment, leadership
and management practice could be explored
through awareness, engagement, imagination,
reflection, interpretation and innovation.
To guide the facilitation, developing artful
habits were thought to be the way to nurture,
sustain and conduct, with standards, that which
is ‘already hard-wired’ into us (Tharp 2003: 10).
There was also the intent to provide opportunity
for interruption of cynical, self-fuelling defensive
routines, and opportunity for interruption and
reflection upon taken-for-granted assumptions.
Disrupting the taken-for-granted is a critical part
of the benefits of arts-based learning for both the
learner and the educator/facilitator.
We now present the Methodology for our
study’s measurement of the Management Jazz art-
ful learning program. Three illustrations of this
program follow on from the Methodology section.
ARTFUL PRACTICE DATA COLLECTION
The methodology
For this paper, one qualitative study and one
quantitative data collection process were conduct-
ed by the authors (with ethical clearance). These
studies examined perceptions of the impact of
arts-based learning in management education.
They indicate that perceptions are influenced by
a number of factors. These include individual
participant perceptions of the opportunity for
personalisation and deep learning (i.e. awareness,
reflection, transformation as increased capability),
for notions of relevance (i.e. application), and
especially awareness of self-creativity (i.e. generat-
ing opportunities and alternatives as product).
Participants included both self-selected and
supervisor-selected (by Dean/Head of School/
Deputy Vice-Chancellor) leaders, including both
those ‘showing potential’ and those acting as cur-
rent management and academic leaders, ranging
from Lecturer to Associate Professor academic
positions or senior manager non-academic posi-
tions. In total, 80 participants completed the pro-
gram over three years. All participants received a
follow-up questionnaire just prior to each end-of-
year program review session, with forty-nine
being completed and returned.
In the study, participants were invited at the
start of the program year, to participate in the
research via a letter of invitation and receipt of a
briefing on the project prior to any ‘hermeneutic
participatory conversations’ or questionnaire
completion taking place. Furthermore, partici-
pants received a copy of the research questions.
All participants could withdraw from the study at
any time without penalty or comment. The ques-
tions of the overall research are:
1. What is the role and nature of ‘artful’ staff
development programs?
2. How is the experience of management and
staff development transformed through spe-
cific learning models (e.g. the Artful Learn-
ing Wave Trajectory)?
3. What was the role/outcome of arts-based
learning in the Management Jazz program?
4. Is the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory
Model linked with transformative capacity
building of people?
In the quantitative study, the desire was to
support the hypothesis that the creative aspects of
arts-based learning can affect people’s perception
of work and their creative performance. It was
carried out by one of the authors with partici-
pants in the same university-based developmental
program, also with ethical clearance. 
In the qualitative study, individual participa-
tive conversations and focus groups were arranged
at the end of the program or within six months,
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by individual invitation. The invitation was also
extended at the end of the program to all partici-
pants who attended in any year over a three-year
period. After the individual interviews, partici-
pants who attended the end-of-year final session
and program review also chose whether to partic-
ipate in a closing focus group discussion. 
The following sections include the findings of
the qualitative and quantitative studies. Illustra-
tions of the artful learning events within the
Management Jazz program are presented, and
include some qualitative interview findings. 
ARTFUL PRACTICE THROUGH ARTFUL
PROCESSESS
The authors believe that artful practice, through
transformative learning, takes the form and role
found in the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory. In
participating in artful processes, the form this ‘art-
ful’ learning role may take is as ‘events’ that are: 
… completely interactive, completely partici-
patory … feeling connection and support …
actively being heard and actively listening – lis-
tening … is being very creative. … The arts
can support creating relationships that are con-
ducive to real meetings. (Darsø 2004:  44-45) 
In effect, real ‘meetings’ occur and are reflected
in the Artful Learning Wave Model trajectories
where, through ‘artful event’, the ‘increased capa-
bility’ leads to ‘product’ and ‘an artful skill’. Based
on the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model,
the following Management Jazz Program is a
transformative learning process intended to pro-
vide a product of expanded creativity, as shown in
the individual conversations reported from the
qualitative study, reported as part of the Illustra-
tions, and then supported in the results of the
quantitative study.
The Management Jazz Program – 
An arts-based process for business
education
In the Management Jazz program, the overall expe-
rience was designed from a theatre event known as
‘process drama’ (O’Neill 1995). Like the overall
program, the illustrations that follow are embedded
experientially in that ‘process drama’ form of artful
experience. As such, these sessions evoked a dra-
matic world without a script, yet with a ‘pre-text’ of
their working life stories. This dramatic world
included both an individual and team generated
outcome (‘product’) with no separate audience. As
O’Neill (1995: xiii) recommends, by providing
drama structures and following the intrinsic rules
of a dramatic event, there is a significant and more
satisfying experience, even without ‘explicit associa-
tion with specific theatrical purposes’. 
As is typically found with process drama, the
participants had significant opportunity to engage
in an authentic and creative dramatic experience,
manipulate the artful mediums, and develop an
understanding of the nature of the ‘artful’ events.
The participants did so without being asked to per-
form as if they had the techniques of a trained pro-
fessional artist. Instead, the participants were
provided with an opportunity to engage in a variety
of identities, experience DePree’s (1989) concept of
roving leadership, explore the creation of an ‘imag-
ined community’ (Anderson 1991), and ‘encounter
the power of drama without demanding the … dis-
play of … acting techniques’ (O’Neill 1995: xiv).
Also, the transformative learning process within
this dramatic and improvised world contained the
power to ‘evoke an impressionistic, fragmented,
and still satisfactory experience for the participants
while avoiding … transformation of process into
superficial product’ (O’Neill 1995: xviii).
Three examples of the artful learning
process in ‘Management Jazz’
(with embedded qualitative conversation data)
Illustration One – Sculpt It
In this session, the participants worked with clay
to sculpt their perception of an assigned manage-
ment theory. They were then asked to find anoth-
er participant’s sculpture that related to their
perception. With that partner, they were asked to
combine their representations into a larger ‘work’
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reflecting their mutual perception of the theory.
Additional constraints to the functioning of the
theory were then introduced as sculptural ele-
ments to be added to the ‘work’. This action
learning activity ended with a full group discus-
sion, providing an opportunity to use ‘art as
metaphor’ for understanding theoretical con-
straints and evolving management practices. One
participant said:
I wanted to reflect in the clay both my ideas
of good management and other observed lead-
ers’ and managers’ organisational ideas of
good management. The visions don’t always
agree, and the positive reflections carry under-
currents of conflict. When I joined my sculp-
ture with another person’s, we had to decide
first which vision his sculpture reflected.
When we received constraints and breakdown
pieces from the Lucky Dip we found it inter-
esting that the disruptions to a positive
process were more easily impacting my ideas
than the organisational ideas of good practice
in management.
The facilitators’ hope was for some ‘ah ha
moments’ of learning about management as ‘art-
ful’ work and ‘artful’ creative constraint. The
above participant’s increased awareness of creative
constraint provides an opportunity in the Artful
Learning Wave Trajectory for future designing of
artful habits to counteract the risk of anyone
negating his own vision of good management
practice. 
Illustration Two – Movement and Dance
Participants were given the opportunity to
observe a dance troupe construct a dance. The
dance presentation consisted of a teacher/chore-
ographer giving the troupe a set of tasks during
which they were to build on some basic dance
steps, and which included dancers creating
moods, working solo and in pairs or teams, and
for example, increasing and decreasing speed and
energy. As the dance development proceeded, the
choreographer moved away from direct dance
step commands and expectations to more general
construction directions, until finally the troupe
was creating their own version based on the ini-
tial and expanded dance steps. At the end of this
part of the session a discussion ensued with the
program participants and the dancers on how
they felt, how they created, and especially how
they worked within the constraints of their bod-
ies and the expectations and directions of the
choreographer. Both observations provided
opportunity for transformative critical thinking
regarding constraints and leadership.
The discussion exposed some interesting
insights by the session participants. These insights
reflect the artful event, the increased capability,
and the product as outcome in the stages of the
Artful Learning Wave Trajectory. For example,
one participant felt that the choreographer/man-
ager was too directive and ‘inhibited the creativity
of the dancers.’  That participant felt the dancers
would have been better off without a choreogra-
pher who inhibited independent construction of
the ‘work’. Other participants felt the innovation
in the dance did require a leader to insure con-
trolled disorder and authentic learning of creative
habit.
Participants expressed surprise and recognition
of the dancers’ capacity and appropriate applica-
tion of their discipline. They were also surprised
that the discipline (as a creative constraint) was in
evidence even when the dancers were given the
freedom to expand the dance as they saw fit, gen-
erating a new innovation in the dance by trying
out different physical relationships. One particu-
lar insight disclosed by a participant was the per-
ceived capacity of the dancers and the
choreographer to share ownership of the dance
construction, to take turns possessing the situa-
tion, and enabling each other to do so, while
counting ‘on the other person’s special compe-
tence’ (DePree 1989). Shared ownership of con-
struction of a situation or creative solution was
considered in a general conversation by all partic-
ipants and related back to various management
theories and experiences of the participants.
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Another participant commented that the
dance routine made her think about how people
are required to perform as part of their assess-
ment or performance review, and the risk
involved in doing that especially in a situation
where the dancers were students, as well as
experts. The participant said: ‘it made me stop
and think of the judgmental space I was bogging
myself down in’ (personal interview November 3,
2006). While another participant mentioned they
were impressed by the metaphor of the dancing,
when watching and said:
It made me think of myself as a leader of a rel-
atively small group, I’m more aware that I am
not just the leader, but we’re all in this togeth-
er and we’ve got to move together and I want
to bring you with me. So I have that in my
mind whilst I’m thinking of ways to get these
people motivated again as a group. (personal
interview November 3, 2006)
Processes such as those we have just mentioned
demonstrate dance as a metaphor for teamwork
and dance management as a role model in an arts-
based learning process. The participants observed
a choreographed piece to gain insight into a man-
aged but creative collaboration between the chore-
ographer and the dancers. Reflecting the Artful
Learning Wave Trajectory Model, their increased
awareness of the role of self in motivating others
promotes the potential for increased capability to
creatively manage work partnerships.
Illustration Three – Designing Action
In conjunction with earlier Illustrations, or as a
separate event, the ‘artful’ practice experience,
reflecting the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory,
moved from ‘art as role model’ and ‘art as event’
toward ‘art as product’. To assist the participants’
artful practice, the session had participants design
applications based on earlier learning experiences.
They were asked to consider what kind of per-
formance space they would want for their own
and others’ work life. By reflecting upon the con-
straints between their reality and vision, they
were asked to explore in pairs how they might get
from where they are to their vision. The experi-
ence was called ‘Designing for Good Practice as
Applied to Me, Work, and the University.’  The
experience was intended to provide opportunity
for ‘being artful’ aesthetically in an intellectual
rather than physical artful learning process. This
artfulness practice included expressing their full
potential to create their professional habitat
(doing, learning), and to produce a way to get
there (as knowing) (Weick 2002). The resultant
‘product’ was a conversation and exploration of
revised beliefs, and applications and a list of ‘The
Bloody Good Ideas to Make ‘IT’ Happen: (what can
I do).’  The ideas offered and discussed provide a
rich text for future critical interpretation and
appropriation by the participants, as artful cre-
ative product.
For example, during this part of the session,
one participant reflected an idea for instrumental
action to improve their management perform-
ance, saying:
I really have recognised the need for mobility
and flexibility. I need to redesign my own
planning and elements in my Performance
Planning and Review document, and in those
of the people I manage, to reflect mobility and
flexibility. How can I do this and stay aware of
knowing I must encourage others to support
this in our work group and the larger depart-
ment?  If we can’t as a group and School sup-
port mobility we are all going to remain stuck
in uninventive ruts.
Another participant added to this, through
exploring her own intrinsically motivated actions.
She stated that, ‘I really need to stop picking win-
ners in advance and then basing my management
goals on them, rather than remembering what I
value and staying flexible and open and ready to
be creative.’
In these three Illustrations the conversations
clearly reflect a recognition of the need to create
one’s professional habitat, to be sure to make use
of ways to get there (doing, learning, knowing)
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by using what exists (e.g. performance reviews),
and creating team awareness of what they must
also do and support in order to see adjacent pos-
sibilities. The capability of increased awareness
allows participants an opportunity to create new
actions that support changing the workplace
habitat. This learning process again validates the
Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model.
The experiential learning and transformative
knowledge that comes from being artful, produc-
ing artful products, and exploring creative prac-
tice,  taps into the core, creative human potential,
offering people alternative insights and new per-
spectives for ways to approach their work (Lloyd
2007). One of the participants from a focus
group interview said the insight they got from the
art-based processes provided them with more
‘acceptance of how I work - coming from an area
which is often perceived as being structured and
systematic.’ The participant acknowledged that
they don’t really work in a completely structured
way and reflected that their work was done in
‘bursts of creativity.  I always gave myself a hard
time about my way of working and now I just
relax and my research has improved’ (focus group
interview, November 3, 2006).
Another participant commented that ‘artists
don’t always know what they are going to paint
onto a blank canvas’ wherein the previous partici-
pant said:
That’s exactly what I got, like a painter would-
n’t come and say I will capture this, I know
what I’m painting and then I will have a break.
I think it was interesting especially reading an
article about research and art and I thought
wow, that’s interesting that I work like this
especially in a profession where we’re not sup-
posed to be like this. (focus group interview,
November 3, 2006). 
These participants reflect their increased capa-
bilities for change by modifying their ways of
working, by reflecting upon and redesigning con-
straints, and by finding that their increased
awareness of their creative self enhanced their
working relationships and habitat. Such Artful
Learning Wave Trajectory Model products as this
open these participants up to experiencing the
artful application and product part of the learn-
ing wave. Recognising how they really do ‘work’
assisted in creating new artful work metaphors
rather than staying in a taken-for-granted per-
formance situation.
FINDINGS
McCarthy et al. (2004) suggest that the impor-
tance of the intrinsic benefits people experience
by engaging with and ‘doing’ art has been mar-
ginalised in research due to policy analysis that
focuses on measurable outcomes. They contend
there is a common thinking that ‘intrinsic bene-
fits of the arts are intangible and difficult to
define’ (McCarthy et al. 2004: 37) and hard to
quantify. Robert Chia (2008:  3) refers to this as a
managerial preoccupation with the need for a jus-
tification of success. Nonetheless, or in spite of
such drivers, experimentation with arts-based
learning and appropriate analysis of results are
occurring, and require further analysis and evi-
dence without becoming a justification. We now
present some of the findings of the study, particu-
larly those which relate to how artful learning
opportunities can enhance capacity for awareness
and support of creativity in one’s self and others.
QUALITATIVE FINDINGS
The participant comments offered in the Illustra-
tions give interesting insights into how it is possi-
ble to get stuck in a particular way of working or
in the perception that one area of work should be
or is more creative than another The comments
also reflect increased participant capability, artful
event awareness, and application of artful prod-
uct, bridging to the next wave in the ongoing
Artful Learning Wave Trajectory.
Throughout the Management Jazz program
these experiences were based on practice and sub-
sequent innovative application, especially
through movement away from performance of
oneself within work boundaries, to self as self at
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work and elsewhere (Kerr-Edwards 1994). The
desired product of such a development program
is a dynamism based on what Williams (2003:
26) of Massachusetts Institute of Technology dis-
cussed as ‘the vitality…[which] lies in breaking
down boundaries, keeping things mixed up,
developing a lot of interfaces, going with the flow
and creating ‘self-made’ habitats.’  As Eisner
(2000b) suggests in considering the intrinsic
value of the artful event, the benefit is a broaden-
ing and a deepening of an individual’s under-
standing of the world, which is something far
greater than the instrumental benefit derived
from the enhancement of one’s self-efficacy. Such
new understandings regarding work and individ-
ual capability-building provide for improved cre-
ative self-management of constraints within the
habitat of the relational work world. 
The Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model,
used for designing artful learning and practice,
with outcomes highlighted in the Illustrations,
may also provide understanding of participant
perceptions that change as referenced in the
quantitative research.  
QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS
Measuring and evaluating arts-based learning
programs could be advantageous (particularly for
promoting the learning benefits derived from
engaging with the arts). For example, in innova-
tion research, such as the work of Scott and
Bruce (1994: 580-585), there were a variety of
propositions regarding innovative behaviour in
organisations. Scott and Bruce noted:
Since the foundation of innovation is ideas,
and it is people who develop, carry, react to,
and modify ideas …, that study of what …
enables individual innovative behaviour is crit-
ical. … In the model [they] tested … [they]
viewed individual innovative behaviour as the
outcome of … interacting systems – individ-
ual, leader, work group ….
The current paper’s quantitative study explores
the perceptions of participants regarding creativi-
ty in the artful learning process as visualised in
the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory Model. The
survey questions addressed, as noted earlier,
propositions about perceptions of awareness of
self-creativity, personalisation, deep learning, and
creative-life relevance. This data was collected
consistently at the end of each year’s program,
and was separate in time from the intermittent
focus groups and individual interviews.
The questions asked for consideration of the
participants’ perceptions of their actions in their
participant role, their engagement and their
learning. The data from forty-nine participants
over three years was statistically correlated, using
Structural Business Statistics (SBS), with selected
items related to this paper. In considering propo-
sitions arranged around exploration of participant
perceptions of (a) awareness of self-creativity, (b)
personalisation, (c) deep learning, (d) relevance,
the data provided results (with a positive correla-
tion ranging from .467 to .786). 
Our measurables from the artful events suggest
that for these participants there was a perceived
increased capability for an expansion of group
creativity that positively correlated with program
participation. Also in the data the capacity devel-
opment of an awareness of creativity correlated
positively with a perception that engaging in art-
ful learning enhances the capability of managers
in managing self and others through awareness of
creativity in self and others.
The data indicate that artful events were use-
ful, provided artful learning processes, and these
events correlated with increased capability to
move from familiarity to situational ambiguity.
The data also indicate that the learning process
was relevant to application in the workplace, thus
providing a product using artful skills they per-
ceived they had learned. 
The further products of the artful events, with
positive correlation, include perceived increased
self-awareness, which positively correlated with a
capacity for managing creative constraint and a
capability for improved creative group interac-
tion. While these measurements are based on
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individual perceptions of transformative change,
there is enough correlation with the artful events
and program to suggest that artful transformative
learning and change was perceived to have
occurred.
Since the foundation of creativity lies within
the individual (Maturana & Varela 1987) and it
is people who create the artful product, as under-
stood in the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory
Model, the positive correlations provide encour-
agement for reflection and ongoing linkages. In
particular, the linkage between the Learning
Wave Trajectory, the Management Jazz program,
and the correlations in the Propositions reflect a
symbiotic relevance amongst interacting systems
that has at least been partly measured. Research
findings indicate overall that artful learning
opportunities are perceived to be positively corre-
lated with enhanced capacity for awareness of cre-
ativity in one’s self and in others, and thus in the
organization.
Summary and Limitations of Findings
Overall, the results of both research methodolo-
gies suggest that studying an arts-based pro-
gram is important for acceptance of a revised
pedagogical methodology that encourages cre-
ative and innovative action in managers and in
organisations. The field-based research, while
drawn from a small number of participants,
reflects over a three year period that there is
linkage. This linkage is between arts-based
learning methodologies and individual percep-
tions of increased creative capability and prod-
uct following artful educative events. There is a
varying positive relationship between arts-based
learning and enhancement of awareness, deep
learning, and relevance, and all in relation to
important creative management capacities and
capabilities identified in the literature, and
given meaning through the Artful Learning
Wave Trajectory Model. The respondents did
not all perceive outcomes the same way all of
the time, based on a set of correlations ranging
from .467 to .786. 
Hence, the model linkage and the deep learn-
ing is based on a range of respondents numbering
from 21 to 35 (out of 49 respondent partici-
pants) who perceived a positive correlation. In
addition, there were some tensions amongst
respondents positive perceptions and negative
perceptions. These included a recognised correla-
tion between the facilitator’s commitment to the
program and the provision of sufficient and help-
ful opportunities for deep learning and develop-
ment, but there was no positive perception of a
correlation between the facilitator’s commitment
and the individual commitment of the partici-
pant, nor between the facilitator and the partici-
pant in relation to their development of their
own outcome measurements for success.  There
was also a negative correlation between the par-
ticipant learning to suspend judgement and
learning about ‘artful’ awareness. 
It is critical that such interpretations as are
presented in this paper are not at present over-
interpreted nor seen as a neat fit in toto of the
model. Evidence that paradigm shifts did occur
are nonetheless validated through the qualitative
research also conducted. The quantitative process
is not as complex as might be possible in future,
yet it does deliver encouragement that ‘measur-
ing’ can be carried out in legitimating for business
and management the soundness of arts-based
transformational learning processes. While per-
ception-bias remains an issue in research based on
self-reporting of perceptions in this quantified
methodology, there is the ongoing validity of the
qualitative research that underpins the ‘science’ of
the overall research project presented herein.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Riding the Wave of Artful
Management Education Practice
Professor Norman Jackson, co-editor of Develop-
ing Creativity in Higher Education, considers the
context of why and how we unlock creativity
when we prepare learners (Healy 2008). The con-
text is: 
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... not for just their … job [now] but for …
when the jobs they end up in are probably jobs
they will create themselves, that don’t exist at
the moment and (use) technologies that
haven’t been invented yet and the problems
they will be addressing have not yet been
imagined, so how can we prepare people for
that sort of world? (Healy 2008: 22)
This paper addresses that question by demon-
strating how artful learning opportunities can
enhance capacity for awareness of creativity in
one’s self and others. Developing and applying
that creativity, facilitated by artistic process,
expands the awareness of possibilities within
human potential.
Artful and transformative learning in organisa-
tional business management is about developing
the professional artistry of one’s work habits and
habitat (Lloyd 2007; Tharp 2003). Such artistry
includes being more reflective and critical, more
open to others’ perspectives, and being less defen-
sive (Imel 1998: 1). This is about ‘... maintaining
a reflective practice of aesthetic quality’ (Guillet
de Monthoux 2000: 46) and reflection-in-action
(Schon 1987), whether in business or manage-
ment education development at any level. 
Recent considerations regarding aesthetic qual-
ity note that such reflection is critical for manage-
ment conversations which ask both what we
should be doing, and what we should stop doing
in management and in the teaching of manage-
ment theory (Ghoshal 2005). The quality of
where one ends up as a participant in a business
organisation is based on the depth of the individ-
ual’s and organisation’s ability to support aesthetic
critical and creative thinking. This requires rela-
tional awareness, openness to new ideas, and cre-
ativity, as well as critical thinking and reflection.
Chia, Mackay and Masrani (2008: 1) refer to
these as ‘transposable capabilities’, wherein a per-
son is ‘in possession of an internalised aptitude or
skill, or an internalised modus operandi, a culti-
vated way of engaging with the world,’ even as
the world changes.
The aesthetic and creative process of internal-
ising and cultivating such creative ‘habits’
(Tharp 2004), and then organising one’s world
artfully acts as a further pointer toward an arts-
business alliance (Darsø 2004; Strati 2000). In
management education, using an arts-based
learning model is thought to increase creative
capacity and transposable capability. This con-
trasts with a command-control model of learn-
ing which reduces creative capacity and activity
(McWilliam 2007).
The authors of this paper support the inclu-
sion of arts-based learning processes in manage-
ment education. The purpose of inclusion is to
enhance artful behaviour, aesthetics and creativity
in managers and business organisations with
implications for business innovation. The artful
process provides an opportunity for learning and
insight, a place in which people can explore ways
of working outside their usual working con-
straints, a place referred to as the artful world of
creative constraint. The arts-based learning expe-
rience assists people to think about what they do
from a different perspective. They become aware
that they are learning and working in different
ways that also provide enhanced capacity and
new product. Transformational arts-based learn-
ing offers capacity building of both critical reflec-
tion and imagination within a creative process.
Artful-making is also integral to organisational
performance, particularly in a world that is
pushed to explore, adjust and improvise. The
process of trusting one’s own imagination by
working artfully builds relational awareness, con-
fidence and self- knowledge. 
The findings from the Management Jazz pro-
gram show there are positive correlations
amongst perceptions the participants experienced
while being engaged with artful processes. It was
found that individuals perceived the program as
positively correlated with perceptions of receiving
useful learning tasks and ‘artful’ learning process-
es and perceived relevance and actual application
in the work-life environment. A key positive cor-
relation was perceived between the Management
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Jazz program and enhanced individual capacity
for self-creativity and ‘artful’ awareness. Such
capacity was then positively correlated with a
perception that providing self-awareness learning
opportunities, networking, and cross-discipline
opportunities was positively correlated with a
capacity for creative teamwork in seeking innova-
tive alternatives. That was the case, even when
participants moved outside of zones of familiari-
ty such as normative learning processes or nor-
mative silo-based interactions. Their perceptions
also included a correlation between the program
and an increased capacity to create improved
habitats for group creativity and improved group
interaction. 
Given those positive correlations, the partici-
pants also perceived positive correlations between
the program learning processes and the ability to
creatively and comfortably deal with ambiguity.
Further research could provide more data to vali-
date these findings which are based on only one
illustrative arts-based program created on the
foundations of the Artful Learning Wave Trajec-
tory Model. 
Finally, the Artful Learning Wave Trajectory
Model was substantiated by the interviews and
data outcomes, and thus can be used as a guide
for managers, leaders, and educators as they
develop their professional artistry, or develop
their arts-based curriculum and learning process.
The pedagogical approach in the Artful Learning
Wave Trajectory Model is an opportunity for
experimentation, exploration and discovery of the
use and application of artful processes. Each part
of the Wave is transformative and newly created
and is not defined by any particular management
theory or system. The pedagogy, as a process of
managing and expanding creative constraint,
allows instead for exploration and discovery
through a learning process that provides space for
consideration of whatever is possible within any
particular theory or system. We suggest the
process stimulates aesthetic critical thinking with-
in management education. This is an occurrence
recommended by the proponents of critical man-
agement theory (Chia et al. 2008) and by organi-
sational aesthetics.
Critical management theories (Alvesson
&Wilmott 2003; Chia et al. 2008) indicate that
people are not an externally-owned resource and
that people have personally-owned capabilities.
How those capabilities orient the individual
toward self and the world, especially when the
capability is identified, is when people present as
a resource. The person with capabilities, and who
is aware of them as a resource, can then bring the
self forward in to practice – the doing, learning,
knowing process – ‘in a relational style of engage-
ment’ and of ‘habitualised predispositions’ (Chia
et al. 2008: 2). Such enhanced awareness of pos-
sibility and critical doing, learning and knowing,
as an artful product, is then available to enhance
critical thinking and innovative creativity. It is
this combined practice of creative constraint that
assists arts-based learners to have their transpos-
able capabilities and internalised disposition ‘res-
onate with the concerns and preoccupations of
the wider-society that [they] engage with’ (Chia
et al. 2008: 3). 
The authors believe this paper on the peda-
gogy of arts-based transformative learnings pro-
vides evidence that such artful, critical awareness,
particularly of self in relation with the wider-soci-
ety, is desirable in the practice of business and
management education through arts-based learn-
ing. As Gibb (2006: 10-11) says: 
Knowledge work in particular involves doing
and trying, not planning then acting. When
people are involved in a process of doing and
trying without a blueprint to guide them,
….trying again…getting things wrong, [but
leading] to high-quality choices [they are]
involved in artful making. 
The authors conclude that it is in the arts-
business nexus where we can facilitate learning
that builds creative, resilient, counter-intuitive
and artful leaders (Monk 2007). It is also in the
engagement and creative alliance with the arts
where management education can explore and
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discover artful approaches to building creativity
and innovation. We also suggest there is opportu-
nity for further research that measures the out-
comes of arts-based learning, and opportunity for
identification of other illustrative programs that
embed arts-based transformative learning in criti-
cal and aesthetic pedagogical processes.
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